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Formation of negative ions from fluorine projectiles scattered off a MgO„100… surface: Theory

Stefan A. Deutscher, Andrei G. Borisov, and Victor Sidis
Laboratoire des Collisions Atomiques et Mole´culaires (UnitéMixte de Recherche No. 8625),

Bâtiment 351, Universite´ de Paris–Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France
~Received 14 December 1998!

We present a parameter-free theoretical study of the negative-ion production from fluorine projectiles during
low-energy~0.5–4 keV!, small incidence angle~3.5°! collisions with a MgO~100! surface. Our calculations are
based on the binary encounter model developed to describe the electron capture by a projectile upon collision
with an insulating ionic crystal surface@see A. G. Borisov and V. Sidis, Phys. Rev. B56, 10 628~1997!#. For
the low-velocity behavior of the negative-ion yield, good agreement is obtained between our theoretical results
and the available experimental data by S. Ustazeet al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.79, 3526~1997!#.
@S1050-2947~99!09805-4#

PACS number~s!: 79.20.Rf, 34.70.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following an extended period of in-depth studies on
interaction of atomic and molecular projectiles with me
surfaces@1–4#, increased attention has recently been devo
to insulating surfaces of ionic crystal targets@5–23#. A
wealth of experimental data for a variety of projectile-targ
combinations is meanwhile available on charge exchan
electron emission, secondary ion emission, and energy
@6,9,10,12–16,20,21#. In particular, the evolution of the
charge state of a projectile in low-energy, grazing-inciden
(w.0.5° – 10°) collisions has been studied by various
perimental and theoretical groups@7,10–14,16–19,22,23#.
Just as Al surfaces are an excellent metallic prototype tar
which behaves as a nearly free electron gas well describe
the jellium model@24#, ionic crystals such as LiF, KI, and
KCl have assumed the same role for the investigation
projectile-insulator systems.

Ionic crystals are characterized by the localization of po
tive and negative charges at the lattice sites and by h
binding energies of the valence electrons. These mate
have a large energy gap (Eg.6 – 14 eV) between conductio
and valence bands~see Fig. 1!. At EVB&28 eV, their upper
valence-band~VB! edge lies low compared with the the a
finity level of a typical projectile. Their lower conduction
band~CB! edge, on the other hand, is positioned close to
vacuum level (ECB*22 eV) in the case of LiF even 2 eV
above it @25–31#. Such targets behave as insulators on
time scale of the collision relevant for the charge excha
between projectile and surface~about 10214s.400 a.u.! @22#,
while at appropriate temperatures~a few hundred degree
Celsius! their ionic conductivityis large enough to avoid a
charge buildup at the surface during the course of the exp
ment @5#.

In experiments with alkali-halide surfaces, the formati
of a very high negative ion fraction from neutral H, O, and
projectiles has been observed@11,13,23# despite the large
energy difference between the affinity level of the projec
~20.754,21.46, and23.40 eV, respectively@32#! and the
occupied electronic states in the valence band. This at
surprising result was explained by charge transfer via a se
of binary encounters of the projectile with the negative
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~6!/4446~10!/$15.00
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charged lattice ions@17#. In the final state of the electron
transfer reaction, the negatively charged projectile intera
with the hole left at the surface by electron capture. T
attractive interaction drastically reduces the energy defec
the electron transfer~energy-level confluence!, and, there-
fore, makes possible the formation of negative ions from
neutral projectile~cf. Fig. 1!. Once formed, the negative io
has a large probability to survive in front of the surface of t
ionic crystal because of the large band gap that suppre
the electron loss.

The high efficiency observed in the negative-ion produ
tion is of interest, for instance, for the design of low-flu
negative-ion beam sources and in space research for the
struction of neutral particle detectors. On a more fundam
tal level, the majority of chemical reactions on surfaces
volve an electron exchange@33#. Hence it is important to
understand such charge-transfer phenomena.

Lately, the range of investigated systems has been
panded to include insulating oxide surfaces, which are
technological relevance and have numerous industrial ap
cations in catalysis, glass industry, microelectronics, and
ramics, as prospective materials for fusion reactors, and
on @34#. Measurements with 4-keV H projectiles in grazin
collision with a Mg~100! surface were reported@35# that in-
vestigated the negative-ion yield as a function of the oxyg
coverage of the surface. They showed, after an exposur
only a few Langmuir, a H2 yield of up to 6%, which is a
significant increase compared with the yield on a clean
surface~about 1%!. More recent measurements@36# of 0.5–
4-keV fluorine, hydrogen, and neutral oxygen projectiles c
liding with a MgO~100! surface under a grazing angle of 3.5
show features similar to those observed for alkali-halide
gets: a very large negative ion fraction~up to 70% for fluo-
rine! is registered, indicating the presence of a very effici
electron-capture mechanism. The same experiment gave
evidence for the existence of a non-negligible electron l
channel, leading to the destruction of negative ions.

This paper will present the results of our calculations
the electron capture to the projectile during grazing scat
ing of fluorine atoms from an MgO~100! surface. It is orga-
nized as follows: Sec. II gives a brief review of the theory
the binary encounter model, Sec. III deals with the desc
4446 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 59 4447FORMATION OF NEGATIVE IONS FROM FLUORINE . . .
tion of model system and computational details, and Sec
presents the results of our calculations and a compar
with the available experimental data.

II. THEORY

Differing from the alkali-halide targets considered in Re
@17#, the lattice of MgO consists of doubly charged ions
alternating charge,Q562 @37,38#, of which the negative
one, O22, does not exist as a stable free ion@39# and is a
rather diffuse, highly polarizable object when embedded
the crystal structure.

At the same time, MgO is similar to the alkali halides
that it is a predominantly ionic crystal whose valence el
trons are localized at the oxygen anion sites. MgO ha
NaCl structure with a lattice constant ofa57.9554 a.u.@40–
42#, similar to that of LiF ~a57.6 a.u.@42#!, for instance.
Also, MgO shows nearly no surface reconstruction; along
most stable, nonpolar~100! surface the values for rumplin
and relaxation are both smaller than 1%@41,43,44#. The
band structure of MgO is similar to those of the alkali halid
~Fig. 1!, and the width of its band gap,Eg.7.8 eV@45,46#, is
comparable to the alkali halides as well. These similarit
made it promising to address the theoretical description
the charge-transfer process with the method put forward
@17#.

A. Binary encounter model

The basic premise of the binary encounter model is
following: During the interaction of the projectile with
given anion~‘‘active site’’!, a hole can be created at th
active site by transfer of one of its valence electrons to
projectile. It is assumed that on the time scale of the inter
tion between the projectile and the active site this hole c
not hop to other lattice sites. As in Ref.@17#, we will treat the

FIG. 1. Sketch of the energetic positions of valence~VB! and
conduction~CB! bands of several ionic crystal targets with resp
to the distance~Z! dependent energy of theF2 projectile affinity
level. EF andF denote the Fermi energy and work function of A
which is shown for comparison.
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charge-transfer process between the projectile and the sur-
face as an atom-atom-like collision of the neutral fluorine
projectile,P, with a doubly charged oxygen ‘‘active site’’ of
the lattice,A,

P01A22→P21A2, ~1!

taking place in the presence of the field of the remaining
lattice ions, considered as spectators.

The active O22 site is placed at the origin of the target
reference coordinate system,XYZ, as shown in Fig. 2. Ap-
propriate for the treatment of the electron transfer process as
a binary encounter, we will also use a rotating coordinate
system,xyz, thez axis of which coincides with the molecular
axisRW , while they axis remains in the surface plane, and the
x axis is perpendicular to both. The computations follow es-
sentially the method reported in Ref.@17#, so we will give
only a brief outline in the following.

B. Role of the crystal potential

It is instructive to take a brief look at the behavior of the
potential ‘‘felt’’ by the negatively charged projectile in the
final state of the charge-transfer reaction@the right-hand side
of Eq. ~1!#. For simplicity we will consider the projectile and
the ionic crystal~including the active site! in the point charge
picture. A negatively charged projectile (q521) experi-
ences a potential of

VMad~RW !5 (
k~RW kÞ0!

qQk

uRW 2RW ku
1

1

R
. ~2!

Here the sum runs with exception of the active site over allk
lattice sites with chargesQk of the ~semi-!infinite crystal.
The second term in the right-hand side of Eq.~2! takes into

t FIG. 2. Sketch of the F-MgO collision system. The cluster, com-
prising the active O22 site ~black! and the five nearest-neighbor
Mg21 sites ~dark gray! is embedded in a—partly shown—grid of
alternating point charges (Q562), corresponding to Mg21 ~gray!
and O22 ~white!. The F projectile moves in theX direction parallel
to theX-Y plane at a distanceZ5d from the surface.a is the lattice
constant.
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4448 PRA 59DEUTSCHER, BORISOV, AND SIDIS
account the interaction between the projectile and the ac
O22 site which is left with a charge ofQ521 after removal
of an electron. The presence of this so-called Madelung
tential @47# is one of the salient differences between me
and alkali-halide targets. Adding 1/R21/R to Eq. ~2!, it can
be recast as

VMad~RW !5(
k

qQk

uRW 2RW ku
2

1

R
, ~3!

where the summation now runs over all lattice sites includ
the active site with charge22. The first term in Eq.~3! gives
thus the interaction of the externalq521 charge with the
unperturbed surface of the MgO crystal.

Since the crystal is neutral, the first term in Eq.~3! is
small for moderate projectile-surface separations, and
can show that it falls off exponentially with increasing di
tance@19#. Therefore, the behavior ofVMad is determined by
the second, attractive, term. This term represents the inte
tion between the projectile and the hole left at the active
after removal of an electron, which can also be viewed as
creation of a11 charge on the previously neutral surfa
@17#.

Figure 3 shows as an example for grazing incidencew
52°) on the~100! surface of a small MgO cluster~modelled
by 62 point charges! the behavior ofVMad for three different
impact parametersY along the trajectory. As the trajectory
passes the alternating lattice charges (Q562) above the
row of atoms containing the active oxygen site~‘‘active
row,’’ Y50! the potential shows strong oscillations wi
maxima~minima! close to the O22 (Mg21) sites. It does not,

FIG. 3. Madelung potentialVMad, for different impact param-
etersY, along a grazing trajectory incident on a small MgO~100!
cluster. The active row is drawn on top.VMad shows strong oscilla-
tions for trajectories above the alternating lattice charges. In
tween rows, this effect is reduced. Extrema, near the point of clo
approach to thenth ion, Re(n)5Aj21z0

2 cosw ~with j5na!, are
offset slightly against the ion positions, Ri(n)
5Aj21(z01j tanw)2, marked with thin vertical dashes. For com
parison, there is also drawn the simple21/R potential due to the
hole at the active site.
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however, saturate near the origin as seen for alkali-ha
surfaces@17# because the negatively charged projectile af
capture is repelled by the remaining negative charge on
active site (O2).

For Y53.9.a/2 the trajectory passes the next row
atoms (Q572), and we find essentially the same behavi
just with the opposite sign. As expected, for a trajectory
between two rows (Y51.95.a/4) the effect of the alternat
ing lattice charges is nearly canceled, so that the Madel
potential closely follows the simple21/R Coulomb potential
resulting from the hole located at the active site.

C. Dynamic charge evolution

The projectile-surface charge-transfer process basic
involves a redistribution of an electron from one of the v
lence 2p orbitals of the active O22 to one of the valence 2p
orbitals of the projectile, and also an intra-atomic char
redistribution among the orbitals of the active site or t
projectile during the interaction time.

The dynamics of the charge transfer is described by
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation

i
d

dt
C5ĤC, ~4!

whereĤ is the electronic Hamiltonian. Owing to the close
shell structure of the F2 and O22 ions, the electronic wave
function C can be expanded in a six state basis of 2p-type
diabatic@48# valence orbitals,

C5 (
k51

6

bkfk , ~5!

with

f5$fpx

P ,fpy

P ,fpz

P ;fpx

A ,fpy

A ,fpz

A %. ~6!

Here, thefpm

P (m5x,y,z) correspond to the projectile stat

and thefpm

A to the target state, with the hole occupying t

pm orbital of the projectile (Ppm

0 ) or of the active site (Apm

2 ).

After insertion of Eq.~5! into Eq. ~4! we arrive at

i
d

dt
BW 5$H2 iT %BW , ~7!

whereBW is the column vector of the coefficientsbk in Eq.
~5!. The off-diagonal elementshm of H ~the matrix of the
Hamiltonian in the diabatic basis representation! between
fpm

P and fpm

A states induce electron transitions between

two collision partners and the remaining off-diagonal e
ments are related to polarization-type distortions@17#. The
additional Coriolis coupling matrixT is introduced by the
aforementioned choice of a rotating coordinate system
lowing the projectile; for details, see Ref.@17#.

The Hamiltonian matrixH needs to be known at eac
point along the collision trajectory. Based on the modeling
the system, presented in the following section,H can be

e-
st
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PRA 59 4449FORMATION OF NEGATIVE IONS FROM FLUORINE . . .
computed by means of standard quantum chemistry c
puter codes as described in Ref.@17# ~we used the program
HONDO @49#!.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Modeling of the system

In order to represent the electronic states associated
the—possibly negatively charged—fluorine projectile, w
chose an expansion in terms of a double-z (11s6p)/@5s3p#
basis comprising 17 Gaussian-type orbital~GTO! basis func-
tions ~Ref. @50#, Table 9.66.1!. This basis was augmente
by diffuse and polarization orbitals represented by th
more GTO basis functions~ones, onep, and oned orbital!.
The exponents of these orbitals were (zs

P ,zp
P ,zd

P)
5(0.110 38, 0.069, 0.8). The MgO~100! crystal surface was
modeled by a three-dimensional grid of 784 atoms arran
in four parallel layers with a lattice constanta of 7.9554 a.u.

For the electrons on the active O22 site, we used a con
tracted double-z oxygen (11s6p)/@5s3p# basis set with 17
GTO basis functions~Ref. @50#, Table 8.71.1!. This basis
was also augmented by three more GTO basis functions:
s, one p, and oned orbital with exponents (zs

A ,zp
A ,zd

A)
5(0.084 56, 0.056 53, 0.06) to account for the—compa
with atomic oxygen—more diffuse electron cloud of O22

and its large polarizability@51#. These features of O22 result
in a small probability density of its wave function in th
vicinity of its five nearest-neighbor~NN! Mg21 ions @43,52#.

To achieve a proper representation of the active site w
functions throughout the whole unit cell, and, in particul
to take into account the orthogonality constraint with resp
to the inner Mg21 orbitals, we used a pseudopotential d
scription of the Mg21 ions on the five NN sites as suggest
in Refs.@37,53–57#. The ten core electrons of the Mg21 ions
on the five NN sites were described by anl -dependent ef-
fective core potential~ECP! @58#. To describe the Mg va-
lence orbitals, we introduced at each NN Mg21 site an addi-
tional basis set of six uncontracted GTOs compatible w
the ECPs~Ref. @58#, Tables 5 and 13!.

This six-atom cluster such constructed was embedde
the grid of the remaining 778 lattice ions, taken to be po
charges~PCs! of chargeQ562. These PCs establish th
Madelung field~converged to better than 1.531025 a.u.! in
which the projectile interacts with the active site in the e
bedded cluster~Fig. 2!. The use ofQ562 PCs to represen
the ‘‘nonactive’’ sites of the ionic crystal has been shown
give correct results in quantum chemistry studies of vari
systems interacting with a MgO surface@54,55,57,59#.

With this description of the crystal surface, for th
O22 2pm valence orbitals we obtain energy values ofEx,y
5211.74 eV andEz5211.13 eV, in close agreement wit
the value of211.5 eV obtained from experimental@46# and
theoretical @60# MgO~100! band-structure investigations
~Tests performed without the GTOs on the Mg21 NN ions
gave energies about 1.3 eV too close to the vacuum lev!

B. Computation of the staticH matrix

For grazing incidence and small distances from the s
face, the projectile movesalmost parallelto it, so that during
the binary encounter with the active site the projectile can
-
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assumed to follow a trajectory which is piecewise paralle
the surface plane~see Figs. 2 and 4!.

The computation of thestatic H matrix in Eq. ~7! was
performed for a number of such trajectories at different a
tudesZ. More specifically,H was calculated on a discret
three-dimensional~3D! grid for 46 410 points in front of the
surface, using 70 points from 0–12.5 a.u. in theX direction,
51 points from 0–7.5 a.u. in theY direction, and 13 points
from 2.3–5.2 a.u. in theZ direction. TheX-Y grid spacing
was smaller close to the active site. TheZ range was deter-
mined as follows: The distance of closest approach is gi
by the projectile energy~Sec. III C! while the largest distance
considered here was characterized by the onset of non
electron transfer interactions (hm.0) in the considered ve
locity range. There were no significant contributions fro
layers outside thisZ range, as tests forZ55.5 confirmed. For
thedynamiccharge-transfer calculations, we used a spline
to the discreteH data, performed along the projectile traje
tory, which in turn was determined as outlined in Sec. III

C. Trajectory

The projectile of massmP moves on a trajectory deter
mined from the scattering potential by Newton’s equation
motion. The effective scattering potentialUe experienced by
the projectile is given by the sum

Ue~RW !5(
i

VP,O22~RW 2RW i !1(
j

VP,Mg21~RW 2RW j ! ~8!

of the binary interaction potentialsVP,X of the projectile with
the O22 and Mg21 ions on the lattice sites. We have obtain
these binary interaction potentials from the present Hartr
Fock ~HF! calculations because it is known@61,62# that
those obtained using the Thomas-Fermi-Moliere~TFM! or
Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark~ZBL! screening functions@3,63#
fail to reproduce experimental data for low-energy collision
A lateral average in theX-Y plane over Eq.~8! ~‘‘continuum
approximation’’! leads to aZ-dependent scattering potenti
U(Z), and is well justified for a grazing trajectory.

Along such a trajectory, the projectile with a veloci
componentv' perpendicular to the surface reaches its tu

FIG. 4. Decomposition of the space above the crystal into lay
parallel to the surface~sketch!. Within these layers, the actual pro
jectile trajectory is modeled by piecewise parallel, straight-line t
jectories in theX direction.
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4450 PRA 59DEUTSCHER, BORISOV, AND SIDIS
ing point at the distanceZmin defined by

U~Zmin!5 1
2 mPv'

2 . ~9!

Figure 5 shows the resulting averaged surface potential, f
which a range forZmin51.8– 3 a.u. can be deduced for th
projectile energies here considered. For comparison we
show the potentials obtained using the screening model
Bohr, ZBL, and TFM~for the latter using either the Firsov o
Lindhardt screening length!.

IV. RESULTS

A. Behavior of DE and h

The HF calculations allow to obtain the positio
dependent diabatic energy differencesDEm(RW ) as well as the
transfer-matrix elementshm(RW ). The diabatic energy differ-
enceDEm between the initial and final states correspondi
respectively, to the left- and right-hand sides of Eq.~1!, is
defined as

DEm~RW !5EP21A
pm

2 ~RW !2EP
pm

0 1A22~RW !. ~10!

This energy difference is a very important quantity whi
determines, together withhm, the efficiency of the charge
transfer process. Figures 6–8 show the diabatic energy
ferences and the electron transfer interactions of thex, y, and
z orbitals for trajectories at large, medium, and low altitu
Z, and different lateral displacementsY from the active row.
The Y50 trajectory is located right above this row, the o
for Y53.90.a/2 lies almost above the next row, and the o
for Y51.95.a/4 is roughly in the middle of the two. Thes
figures clearly show the confluence of the energy levels
cussed in detail in Ref.@17#. As illustrated in Sec. II B, this
energy-level confluence is already present in the simple

FIG. 5. Distance-dependent scattering potentialU(Z) in the
continuum approximation. The solid line was obtained from o
Hartree-Fock~HF! calculations. For comparison, drawn with dotte
lines are the curves computed using the screening functions
Bohr, Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark ~ZBL!, and Thomas-Fermi-
Moliere using either the Firsov~TFMF! or Lindhardt ~TFML!
screening lengths. The distance of closest approach of these m
differs considerably in the projectile energy rangeEtot

50.5– 4 keV.
m

so
by

,

if-

s-

C

model. ~The X range used for Figs. 6–8 corresponds to t
first few oscillations seen in Fig. 3.!

Figure 6 shows the diabatic energy differences and
electron transfer interactions for an altitude ofZ54.8 a.u.
Here the strongest energy-level confluence and the lar
electron transfer interaction can be seen for motion along
active row@Fig. 6~a!#. The features of the curves are read
explained from the geometry of the problem: When the p
jectile is located above the active site (X5Y50), thex and
y orbitals lie in a plane parallel to the surface and, thus,
energetically degenerate. Close to the active site thez orbit-
als show the smallest energy difference and the largest tr
fer interaction due to the orientation of the projectilez lobe,
pointing toward the surface along the molecular axis
tween active site and projectile. For increasing values ofX,
the energy difference of thez orbitals begins to approach tha
of the slowly changingy orbitals, at some point crossing th
curve for thex orbitals. The curve for thex orbitals assumes
the lowest value for larger values ofX sinceasymptotically
the projectilex lobe is pointing towards the surface while th
z lobe is parallel to it. For increasing lateral distance from t
active row@Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!# the level confluence and th
transfer interaction are reduced further. In general, the
ergy differences are too large and the electron transfer in
actions too small at large altitudes to allow efficient ele
tronic transitions.

Figure 7 shows the energy differences and electron tra

r

by

els

FIG. 6. Diabatic energy differenceDEm ~upper curves atx512!
and electron transfer interactionhm for the x, y, and z orbitals at
large altitudeZ54.8 a.u. and different impact parametersY.
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fer interaction data forZ53.5 a.u. Thez orbitals show again
the largest transfer interaction and initially the strong
energy-level confluence. ForX.3.5– 3.9(.d), the x and z
lobes of the projectile straddle the Mg21 ion on the NN site
in the active row nearly symmetrically, such that they ha
nearly the same distance from the surface, and their ene
coincide. For larger values ofX the energy level difference
of thex orbitals becomes the smallest, as outlined above.
Y53.9(.a/2) we encounter the same situation atX50: for
obvious symmetry reasons, the positions (0,a/2) and (a/2,0)
are energetically equivalent, and thex and z energy-level
differences coincide. The onset of a contribution from thx
andy orbitals can be expected at least in the vicinity of t
active row~small impact parametersY!. Due to the reduced
energy differences and increased electron transfer inte
tions one can expect more efficient electronic transitions t
for the case shown in Fig. 6.

For the smallest distance shown,Z52.6, finally, the sys-
tem exhibits also the smallest energy differencesDEm and
the largest electron transfer interactions~Fig. 8!. Here effi-
cient Demkov-type charge transfer between quasiparallel
ergy terms@64,65# will take place. Smaller altitudes are no
accessible to the projectile within the energy range con
ered here.

In order to illustrate the dependence of energy-level d
ference and electron transfer interaction on the periodic c
tal structure, we show a three-dimensional plot of the
quantities atZ55.2 a.u. @Fig. 9~a!# and Z52.6 a.u. @Fig.
9~b!# for the z orbitals, for which the effect is most pro

FIG. 7. Like Fig. 6, but at medium altitude,Z53.5 a.u.
t

e
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or
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e

nounced. For high altitudes@Fig. 9~a!# the effect of the
Madelung field is smoothed out,DEz varies slowly, and the
electron transfer interactionhz is very small. For small dis-
tances@Fig. 9~b!#, on the other hand, the electron transf
interaction becomes large and the periodic lattice struc
leaves a clear signature inDEz. From the behavior ofDEz

and hz one can expect that the electron transfer should,
deed, be localized near the active site.

B. Polarization effects

Upon electron capture, the projectile~now P2! carries a
charge of21. Moreover, the hole left behind at the activ
site is equivalent to a charge of11, created at the surface o
the previously neutral crystal. The resulting electric dipo
momenteRW creates a field which polarizes the lattice io
~up to here considered mere point charges!, thus introducing
additional field-induced dipole contributions to the total e
ergy of the system. The corresponding correction te
~‘‘Mott-Littleton interaction’’ @28,66#! enters the energy o
the system in the final (P21A2) state, and is given by

EML~RW !52
1

2
(

k
akS RW k

Rk
3
2

RW k2RW

uRW k2RW u3
D 2

, ~11!

wherek runs over all lattice sitesRW k except the active one
and the polarizabilitiesak of the lattice ions ~aMg21

50.644a0
3, aO22511.116a0

3! are taken from Ref.@51#. The

FIG. 8. Like Fig. 6, but at small altitude,Z52.6 a.u.
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correction introduced by Eq.~11! leads to a reduction o
DE(RW ) by about 0.0125 a.u. near the active site, and it
be expected to facilitate the charge-transfer process. We
performed the final charge-transfer calculations with a
without inclusion of this correction in order to assess
influence on the negative-ion production.

C. Capture probabilities

With the ingredients discussed in the preceeding secti
we can solve the time-dependent equation~7! numerically
along a number of straight line trajectoriesRW (t)
5(vt,Y,Z), averaging over the results obtained with thr
sets of initial conditionsBW j (t→2`)5$dk j% with k51 – 6,
wherej 51, 2, and 3 correspond to the hole initially occup
ing thepx , py , or pz orbital of the projectile.

Figure 10 shows an example of the electron-capture p
ability per active site,Psite(v i ,Y,Z), as a function of the
parallel velocityv i and the displacementY from the active
row ~‘‘impact parameter’’! for a medium altitude (Z
53.5 a.u.). The features seen in the low-velocity, lo
impact-parameter, region can be related to Stueckelberg
cillations @67# known from atomic collision physics. The in
tegrated capture probability~averaged over the impac
parameter!

P~v i ,Z!5
2

a E0

a/2

Psite~v i ,Y,Z!dY ~12!

for this altitude is shown in Fig. 11 with a solid line.
displays a sharp low-velocity threshold. The dashed line

FIG. 9. 3D plots of the energy differenceDEz and electron
transfer interactionhz. At high altitude~a!, the effect of the Made-
lung field is smoothed out and the magnitudes ofDEz andhz differ.
At low altitude ~b!, DEz andhz are of comparable size close to th
active site~origin!, facilitating Demkov-type transitions.
n
ve
d

s,

b-

-
s-

n

Fig. 11 shows the integrated capture probability obtain
from our calculations without inclusion of the Mott-Littleto
~ML ! interaction. As discussed above, the additional M
correction reduces the energy defectDE of the charge-
transfer reaction, and therefore increases the electron-cap
probability. The absolute value of this reduction near t
active site may seem moderate, yet its sizerelative to the
magnitude ofDEm in this region makes it significant. We
should note that the velocity dependence of the capture p
ability per site can be related to the Demkov-Nikitin mod
@64,65# for near-resonant electron transitions~see the discus-
sion in Ref.@17#!.

Figure 12 shows the integrated probabilitiesP(v i ,Z) as a
function of projectile altitude (2.3<Z<5.2) and velocity
~shown is the case without the ML correction!. It can be seen
that the low-velocity range contributes only for small a
intermediate distances to the negative-ion production, w

FIG. 10. Electron-capture probability per active sit
Psite(v i ,Y,Z), as a function of parallel velocityv i and impact pa-
rameterY at medium altitude (Z53.5 a.u.).

FIG. 11. Integrated electron-capture probabilityP(v i ,Z) for Z
53.5 a.u., obtained with~solid line! and without~dashed line! in-
clusion of the Mott-Littleton~ML ! interaction.
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high altitudes make no relevant contribution even for lar
velocities. The latter observation lends additional support
the range of altitudes chosen for our calculations~cf. Sec.
III B !.

From these altitude-dependent capture probabilities
can now calculate the total negative ion formation probab
ties along the actual trajectoryZ„X(t)… @cf. Fig. 4# for a
grazing incidence collision from

Ptot~v i!512)
i 51

N

$12Pi~v i ,Zi !%, ~13!

where the number of collisions,N, also depends on the tra
jectory, andZi5Z„X(t i)… is the altitude of the projectile dur
ing the i th collision.

A comparison of the results obtained under omission
inclusion of the ML interaction, respectively, with the e
perimental data@36# for negative-ion production from neutra
projectiles~solid circles! is given in Fig. 13.

The applicability of the binary encounter model@17# to
the considered F-MgO collision system is confirmed by
two theoretical curves, which bracket the low-velocity p
of the experimental data and reproduce the velocity thresh
for negative-ion production. These results also illustrate
sensitivity of the negative-ion production to rather sm

FIG. 12. Integrated capture probabilityP(v i ,Z) as a function of
projectile altitudeZ and velocityv i . ~Shown is the case withou
inclusion of the Mott-Littleton contribution.!

FIG. 13. Total negative-ion fraction, obtained with~thick solid
line! and without~thick dashed line! inclusion of the Mott-Littleton
~ML ! interaction in comparison with the experimental data by
Ustazeet al. @35#. The thin lines show the total negative-ion fra
tion after multiplication with a fit to the experimental loss data.
r
r

e
-

d

e
t
ld
e
l

changes in the energy difference~the reduction ofDE due to
the ML term is of the order of 0.5 eV in the interactio
region!. In view of the extreme sensitivity of the theoretic
results to the energy differenceDE, we find the agreemen
between theory and experiment in the low-velocity ran
quite satisfactory.

It is, indeed, rather difficult to calculate the different com
ponents enteringDE ~for instance, the position of the va
lence band! with a precision of a fraction of an eV. Ou
computation makes use of Koopmans’ theorem@68#, which
is known to overestimate the electron affinites. This ene
defect has been corrected for the fluorine projectile, wh
the HF electron affinity was.0.054 a.u. stronger than th
experimental value. For the second electron affinity of
active oxygen site such a correction could not be perform
and we had to rely on the good agreement of the ene
range of the O22 2pm valence orbitals with available band
structure data~see Sec. III A!.

In addition, let us note that for the charged projectile t
actual incidence and exit angles close to the surface d
from the asymptotic values measured experimentally. T
deviation is caused by the image charge interaction betw
the projectile and the surface@8,69#. The turning point of the
trajectory cannot be exactly determined due to these un
tainties in the determination of the projectile velocity com
ponent normal to the surface at small separations. This m
account for part of the discrepancies between our theore
results and the experimental data. As in Ref.@17#, the com-
putations were performed using aneffectivegrazing angleb,
determined from the relation

Etot b
25Etotw

21h, ~14!

whereEtot is the energy of the beam in eV, andh50.6 eV
accounts for the image charge attraction toward the surf
However, tests performed for values ofh from 0 to 2.5 eV
showed that for the present collision system this effect
small compared to that of the ML interaction.

The experimental data reported in Ref.@36# for negatively
chargedprojectiles~open circles in Fig. 13! document the
existence of an electron loss channel. At low projectile en
gies, the electron loss rate is small, and the negative-ion f
tion obtained with negative projectiles reaches 100%. T
observation supports the validity of the low-energy part
the present calculation, performed ignoring electron lo
With increasing projectile energy, both capture and loss ra
increase, and the initial charge-state dependence of the m
sured negative ion fraction decreases. Its value correspo
to the equilibrium population determined by the competiti
between electron capture and loss near the surface. Fo
collision system at hand, the experimental negative-ion fr
tion stabilizes, independent of the initial projectile charge,
about 70%. This is a feature which our theoretical results
not reproduce because electron-loss effects are not inclu
in the present model.

Such loss effects could be caused, for instance, by k
matic resonance with the valence band or by the Okoro
effect @70# ~‘‘stripping off’’ of an electron in the periodic
potential of the crystal surface; see Fig. 3!. They are not
included in the present model but are a subject of our cur
research. The thin lines in Fig. 13 show, as a rough estim

.
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the total negative-ion fraction obtained after a multiplicati
of our theoretical results with a fit to the experimentalloss
data~open circles in Fig. 13!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical results presented in this paper for
negative-ion production from fluorine projectiles durin
slow, grazing-incidence, collisions with a MgO~100! surface
show that the binary encounter model for the description
charge-transfer processes on ionic crystal surfaces@17# can
also be applied to explain the negative-ion production
served@36# during collisions with insulating oxide surface

The theoretical results obtained from this model provid
good description of the experimental data. The two theo
ical curves~with and without inclusion of lattice polarizatio
li

r,
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ev
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a,

ll-
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nt
e

f
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effects! bracket the available experimental data@36#, and re-
produce the proper low-velocity behavior. Loss effec
which seem to become influential at larger velocities a
lead to a saturation of the experimental negative ion yie
are presently not included in the model. Hence, further
velopment of the theoretical approach is needed in orde
describe the complete velocity range of the experimental
sults @36#.
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